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Earthpoint™  Live
All Inclusive Package:  $297

Primary Earthpoint ‘Live’ Facilitation + Container 
opening 19 Dec 2022 [90-120 min] 6pm AEST
+ 1 x 90-120 min zoom group session in January 
2023 [date determined by the group]
+ Pre & post Christmas intuitive connections
+ group-relevant exercises [small group]
+ 2023 January Session: widening health fields & 
fortifying Earthpoint boundaries
+ 2023 online access to all recordings

VALUE $999    Offered at: $297  
[Note: Afterpay payment plan offered at checkout]     

Online Payment Link: Buy 

Earthpoint™… a process, a tool, a modality 
… a foundational stabilising building block

    FREE YOUR HAPPINESS … WELL INTO 2023 !

                With Love 

    Jules Earthpoint Creator and 
Facilitator: Julie Allan
bio:
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                Introducing . . .
               Earthpoint™ 

                by Julie Allan  (Earthpoint Facilitator 2022)

Earthpoint was born from a natural blend of healing with Earth’s Energies, Vibrational Kinesiology, Aikido and 
Natural Bio-mimicry; aligning our landing point [incarnating] on this earth; concurrently with today’s consciousness.

Created 26 years ago (1996) to help facilitate an earthing for my ‘flighty’ spirit, as a young mother of two; and help 
the transition from many years of chronic illness, and pharmaceuticals; to ushering in natural healing pathways, 
completely drug free. 
By adding martial art qualities and weaving in these beneficial elements; the warmth of the mother and years of 
psychology/therapeutic training, clinical experience, and as a spiritual guide to executives; a fortified strengthening 
of personal boundaries flourished; ever-increasing Earthpoint’s self-resourcing energy within. 

Dedicating to Wholeness, Wellness and Wellbeing; whilst still nurturing the Light, dear to my spirit for Christ 
Consciousness; down-to-earth connectedness to the pulsing, sense of place deepens aliveness to wherever we be. 

With my sincere, deep care for humanity’s healing evolution, Earthpoint took on a richness which serves to this day; 
foundationally, functionally, and constitutionally helping many client-colleagues bring through their natural, wellness 
connection; facilitating huge power shifts; and ‘recharging’ their inner resourcing, regenerative resilience. 

What you will experience during the primary ‘Live’ Session:
❖ An embodied stabilising foundation framework for your whole being
❖ An instant meditation; a dropping smoothly into Earthpoint’s calm, in a heartbeat
❖ A healing of gentleness with the spirit (a big outbreath moment)
❖ A guided directing of the inner-fire (with warmth and natural kindness)
❖ A natural relieving of the stress and pressures of the Christmas season/period continuing onwards
❖ An inner boundary development, gently and firmly fortifying (life sensing the energy edges)
❖ Revealing a greater clarity and trust in your decisions
❖ Expressing with absolutely clear, inner honesty
❖ Immediate access to the ‘potential switch’ with a heightened, altered state of consciousness ,‘on tap’

Anytime you choose Light, Power, Strength and Love; removing fear at Earthpoint, your health field widens and 
fortifies all boundaries; building a life muscle with extreme precision and beauty. By the end of January 2023 you 
will be well and truly strengthened; grounded in calming the waters within Earthpoint and with your inward 
boundaries fortified and thriving with vibrancy.  Breathtakingly simple; gobsmackingly powerful !



The metaphysical grounding of meeting oneself at Earthpoint, and earthing one’s etheric umbilical cord; the 
connecting, flowing, rhythmic, life force, with the nature within, plays a significant role in the very first Earthpoint 
‘primary’ session. At this session, we immediately relieve all burdensome pressures on the mind, and emotions on 
the body; connecting intimately with the direct ‘energy source of this now’; … bridging the connection to both 
nature and divinity simultaneously. 

Earthpoint incorporates *Vivaxis, meaning ‘life centre’ (see below *Additional References), and incorporating  the 
healing through earth’s energies Earthpoint practice amplifies the transcendental health-essentials for moment by 
moment natural presence. Fortifying and Strengthening the body’s etheric replenishing capability, to respond with 
our super-immune, all-embracing empowerment rather than a fear model of protection. The body naturally knows 
all healing/wellness protocols; our job is to serve it with supporting encouragement and enriched nourishment.
Bringing together two nature-divine harmonies; one at birth and the other of today’s current resonant pulse. This 
strengthening practice also reinforces the body's capability to pass *EMF (electromagnetic frequency) right 
through physical and etheric systems, without having any lasting (ill) effects of a negative nature. Earthpoint 
delivers a capability to be a conduit for the energies to pass straight through, and circulate where required; 
retaining efficacy relevant to the body’s regenerative purposefulness.

Today, with your immersive participation, together we will help honour the expanding communal and co-creative 
nature of Earthpoint; as we embrace our adult-selves in this current moment; geographically and in alignment with 
the backyard nature-space of our first homes, at birth. (reverently; gracefully; simply) 

*Additional References: [historical origins]
1.‘Vivaxis’ is a term coined by Frances Maude Nixon (1910-1984), a Canadian woman who lived on Thetis Island, B.C. who 

spent almost thirty years conducting pioneering research in this field. Vivaxis derives from "life" and "centre" and it refers to a 
unique energy flow that connects an individual's energy field or etheric body with that of the Earth at the time of birth. The link 
functions as a two-way connection between the individual and their place of birth and the connection remains even as an 
individual moves. Each person’s circuit has a unique individual frequency. The Vivaxis connection can be harmed or distorted 
by chemicals, electromagnetic fields or even lightning. It is believed that a disturbed Vivaxis connection can make an individual 
ill but restored and vibrant, the connection can keep a person healthy. work of Judy Jacka 1996).

2.Judy Jacka in her 1996 book ”Healing With Earth's Energies” carried the work of Frances Nixon’s even further with a truly 
holistic healing manual. In her book, one learns how to meet and conquer foreign electromagnetic fields from common sources 
such as power lines, computers, microwave dishes, and cellular phones, which can cause energy disturbances.”

“Earthpoint transcends pains of the past and powerfully aligns with the strength of conscious beingness.” 

Let’s have some grounding, real life fun! 
With Much Love and Sincere Gratitude,   Jules xoxo
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Package Details:

Earthpoint™  Live
All Inclusive Package:  $297
Online Payment Link: Buy 

Primary Earthpoint ‘Live’ zoom Facilitation + Container opening [small group]
   Monday 19 Dec 2022     6pm AEST / Qld time   [90-120 mins] 

+ 1 x ‘live’ small group, zoom session in January 2023 [date determined by the group]
+ pre & post Christmas intuitive connections [‘touchpoints’]
+ group-relevant exercises
+ 2023 widening health fields; fortifying boundaries
+ 2023 online access to all recordings

Earthpoint™ a process, a tool, and a modality a foundational stabilising building block

VALUE $999    Offered at: $297       
[Note: Afterpay payment plan offered at checkout]

“The natural state of being with your very own earth-birth connection.”

 FREE YOUR HAPPINESS … WELL INTO 2023 !
OPP Australia Pty Ltd

management@oppaustralia.com  [feel free to email with any queries]

Please share this invitation: 💞

Online Payment Link: Buy 
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